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THE PREZ PAGE
First of all, I have some bad news and some good news. Our current Vice
President, Mutt Wade, has had to step down from his office for the balance
of his term. Monroe McDonald has agreed to fill the Vice President's office
for the rest of the year and brings with him long experience and interest in
both aviation and our chapter.
On Friday night, October 22, and all day Saturday, October 23, John Monnett
will be presenting his builder ' s seminar and hands-on workshop here in Dallas.
The fee will be $20.00 per person for both days. The location has not been
decided yet but you all will be informed when it is. If you need more information about what is proposed for the seminar and workshop, contact me.
Chapter 168 s July Buzz-In will be held at Whitman Field. You ALL know where
that is! For information's sake, it is in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, and will be
from July 31 through August 7.
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NOTE!

NOTE!

NOTE!

NOTE!

Because of Oshkosh, our regular July meeting will be held on the THIRD Tuesday that JULY 20 - at Skyline Recreation Center. Normal time at 7:30 p.m. Please
be sure that you remember this CHANGE.
Your newsletter contributors and printing committee wish to extend their thanks
for your patience for the disruptions we have been having lately due to faulty
machinery. We seem to be back on course and foresee no additional problems until something breaks again.
We are on the downhill slide for 1982 and I guess it is not too soon to remind
you all that Chapter 168's Christmas party is ON, will be held on December 11,
1982, at the Willow Bend Polo and Hunt Club (same location as 1981). Before
it creeps up on you, start lining up dates, babysitters, etc. now.
See you TUESDAY, JULY 20, at Skyline!

HANGAR ECHOES
Editor

DICK CAVIN
10529 Somerton
Dallas, Texas 75229
214/361-4604

After months and months of problems with our chapter printing press we're
finally back on track and your newsletters will hopefully be on time again.
When w~ had our May and June tssue~ printed and ready,for mailing our jinx
hit again. MONROE McDONALD suppHes our mailing labels, which are printed on
his computer. Well it chose just that tfme to break down and it was another
couple of days before we were able to cfo th, mailing. At any rate we got the
May and June issues to the Post Offic;e the day before our June meeting, so you
should receive both issues (not one combined tssue) at the same time.
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date, we'll repeat it. Due to the normal 4th Tuesday meeting date falling so ..,..,.~
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and lodging arrangements for OSH, so if your plans have a last minute change
the meeting is a good clearing house for those going or staying. In particular,
if you have previously made room reservations and can not go, DON'T CANCEL THEM,
PLEASE! There are several chapter members that need rooms, so they are anxious
to purchase your reservations(and probably buy your lunch, too.) Just contact
one of the chapter officers either before or ~t the meeting .
If you are going up by airline you have the choice of going thru Chicago
on one of several airlines and changing over to either Republic or Air Wisconsin
there. OR you can bypass Chicago and go to Milwaukee and from there you can
either get there by rent car, bus or the twp airlines mentioned above. Milwaukee is really the best bet and besides that you might want to visit the EAA
Museum there if time pennits, going or coming. A lot of the museum airplanes
will be at OSH but if you have never toured the museum I assure you that you'll
be impressed .
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If -neither of the above routings won't work out for you there's still another way to get there. You can go to· Minneapolis and again take one of the
commuter ai rl i nes into OSH (or nearby Green Bay or Appleton). Incidentally,
if several of you decide to go at the last moment you probably CAN get a motel
and/or a rent car at Green Bay or Appleton and the 30 mile commute to OSH
.
wouldn' t be t oo bad. That would give you a shot at pi cking up a mid-week room
cancellation at the dorm (or motels) in OSH, too.
By the way, if you fly in to OSH~ let me .add some words of advice based
on alot of years flying up in that area: Squal~ lines form and move ·very
rapidly up there . It's not uncommon for them to move 60 mph and they}are also
VERY violen t. The smart way to fly them is to get on t he back (west side of
them where the good weather is. Be prepared to sit down at some airport and
wait a l ittle while until the weather goes thru if you ' re on the east side.
That's a good time to rest and watch those big CB' s blast through from the
window of the airport restaurant. Above, all DON'T try to bust thru one of the
squall lines, even tho' you think you see a fairly large clear area. You can
get EXTREME turbulence out in the clear in one of those fast moving squall
lines and it's also very common for large hail shafts to suddenly fall into
one of those "sucker holes" from an overhanging anvil.
The key t o flying weather up there is to study how fast the low centers
are moving to the east and whether they are starting to curve to the NE yet.
That ' ll be your clue as to the amount of cold air energy behind them. Start
watching them on the TV weather about now and you'll see their pattern of
movement. You can make book that there will be at least one fast moving and
violent fronts go thru the area during OSH tim~ and probably two.
Don't be careless about tieing your airplane down either. The soil up
there is glacial plain, which means a tie down stake is easier to pull out if
the ground gets soaked, so don't be lazy and just barely drive the stakes in a
few inches, hey? Little twisters are notorio~s for their affinity for airports
and mobile home parks.
·
·
If you've never been to OSH before, you'll want to bring along a jacket or
sweater, for some of those nights and early morn·ings up there can be mighty
cool. A plastic raincoat is also in the MUST category. (I've seen the times
up there when it felt good to have both on.} ·Two other necessities to pack are
chap stick and surburn cream. If you have one of those little fold-up spectator
seats (that make a light weight cane) you'll think it's worth $100 to stop and
rest those weary legs and feet once in a while if you ' re like me. I don't
have any sense up there. I stomp up and down_ the display area all day long.
In latter years, I've gotten just a wee bit smarter, tho! 'Bout noontime I
go over to Ollie's Woods, stretch out on the grass, put my feet up against a
tree trunk and make a serious study of _my eyelids f rom the inside for an hour.
Such a sies t a break does wonders for one.
· · ·
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I'm getting in training for the ordeal now. As part of my weight loss
program I'm taking a daily early morning walk and I'm up to four miles a day
and plan to be up to five by OSH time, so maybe I won't be the usual physical
wreck when I return home on 8 August this year.
Of course all these plans for OSH may well be for naught. It's no secret
that our Braniff pilot pension plan is in jeopardy and upcoming events in the ·
bankruptcy court may radically affect the sport aviation activities of retired
BI pilots that also wear EAA caps. There were a lot of EAA members within the
ranks of Braniff pil ots still flying when their world collapsed and their involment in sport aviation is over, or soon will be. It's a sad thing to see how
the chicanery and treachery of corporate executives has wrecked the lives of
loyal employees. For those of you that are working for a corporation and
putting your trust in a future pension plan, I'd sure recoovnend you get a lawyer
to study the plan's legalese and tell you what it really promises, not what you
think it does. It might shock you to find out how may companies have defaulted
on their pension plans, too. If the worst happens in Bi's case, a lot of us
will have to say sayonara to EAA. At least we'll have to clip our wings pretty
drastically, I'm afraid.
·
Before I retired, I thought, "Oh boy, won't it be great to have time to sit
in an easy chair and leisurely read every word of every article in all the aviation books and magazines I've accumulated?" Well, it didn't quite work out
that way. I'm still looking forward to reading those books and magazines when
I get time. Once in awhile I take time to drag out a year's worth of SPORT
AVIATION and re-read everything in them and last night was one of those times
and I ran across quite a number of articles that were like juicy morsels to me.
The first articles I hunt out are TONY BINGELIS' "The Sportplane Builder"
series. I'm one of Tony's staunche~fans. I never cease to marvel at not only
the thoroughness and quality of his writings, photos and drawings, but also the
apparently inexhaustible supply of his subject matter.
l don't thing most of us truly appreciate the great wealth of educational
information that Tony dispenses in the course of a year. If you don't belong
to EAA and receive SPORT AVIATION each month here's a list of the subjects you
missed out on in 1979:

l. Necessity for making, and fitting of windshield/canopy covers
2. Landing gear problems and solutions
a. wheel alignment
b. attachment point
c. gear location with re.ference to CG
d. jack points
3. Landing gear shock absorbers Part II
a. Rigid types
b. Review of various shock absorbing methods
4. Spring leaf landing ears
a. Building your own
b. Modifying a Cessna gear
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5. Tail wheel installations

6. Control surface flutter problems

(a MUST READING)
7. How to mass balance control surfaces
(also a MUST)
8. Cockpit standardization for homebuilts
9. The fuel system management problem
10. Explaining aircraft hardware
11. Customizing wheel pants
a. How to customize
.
b. Developing fairing contours
c. Fiberglassing methods
d. Tire valve access
3. Cosmetic treatment
WHEW! And that's just one year'sofferings! Beside that much each year, his
book "THE SPORTPLANE BUILDER" covers a completely different range of subjects.
The book itself is a MUST for any EAAer. It'd make a great present from your ·
spouse. Anyway, we all owe Tony a great debt for his untiring efforts. (By the
way, even tho' Tony lives in Austin, didja know that he was a member of Chapt
168?}
Going thru that same year's magazines I also took note of a lot of tips in
"The Craftsman's Corner", and devoured the regular two page spread of pictures
of "What Our Members Are Building~ plus a host of other articles about new
planes, people, fly-ins, restorations, etc.
In both the May and September'79 issues I came across articles by another
well known Chapter member, Al BACKSTROM. His May articles was entitled, "The
Elements of Tailess Airplane Design" and was six full pages of the whys and
wherefores of this desi gn category. It also had over a dozen very excellent
illustrations that very vividly highlighted the material presented. All in all
a most excellent article.
The September article was equally illuminating. It's title was "Simplified
Perfonnance Calculations for light Airplanes" and it was five full pages of howdo-it design tips, with a bevy of graphs and illustrations accompanying the text
material.
In case you didn't make our June meeting our feature speaker was Al BACKSTROM and in addition to an extended Question and Answer session at the end
of his lecture, he showed a full carousel of slides on construction features
of his newest design, which should properly be described as a self-launching
sailplane.
It's becoming evident to a lot of people in aviation that we are in the
throes of a revolution in the design and construction of flying machines for
purely recreational purposes. Economics is plainly the prime mover in this
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revolution, closely followed by the idea no FAA license or medical ,~ required
and anyone fresh off the street can fly without training. The name, "Weedhopper",
is becoming almost as well known as Piper Cub to the average man on the street.
Trying to sort out definite trends and direction in all this frenzied
activity is a little like looking for trout in the rapids of a cascading mountain
stream - difficult to impossible. Will the hang gliders and flying lawn chairs
completely give way to very low powered ultra light airplanes, or will there
be a ~tratification of the various types and categories emerging? From the very
beginning all aviation development has revolved around the power plants that
were available at the time, their cost, weight, and reliability. In the last
few years a new factor, fuel consumption, has assumed significant importance.
Fuel consumption and horsepower have a fixed relationship that is practically
indivisible, so when we change one of them we automatically change the other.
Since aviation began there has been an adage that says that the engines that
are available at the time of the design conception dictate the airplane design.
The proliferation of designs that use the VW engine have emphasized that point
in recent years. A whole new family of designs has sprung up as a result.
While the engines will be manufactured in foreign countries for some years
to come, domestic aircraft engines based on the VW will be around for quite
awhile (the Revmaster, Hapi, Rotoway).
The lesson that comes through loud and clear from the VW engine happenings
is this: If we want to have an engine that is capable of being an aircraft
power plant, that is cheap to buy, and burns a minimum amount of fuel, we
simply _have to settle for an .2!,f-t!Le-~ power plant of ..ww-aircraft origin.
We are now in Phase Two of the aircraft engine selection derby, with the
horsepower range fa 11 i ng between ,l 5 and 35. It wi 11 be interesting to see how
the presently available engines will dictate the shape and size of future ARVs
(Air Recreation Vehicles) and what designs and engines will survive in the
marketplace. At this stage of the game it's almost impossible to even pinpoint
a developing trend. The widespread profusion of engines and airframes, in
combination with the constant modification and refinement that continually
surfaces, won't help to make the sifting process any more visible for some time
to come, either.
When I started prowling thru back issues of SPORT AVIATION I was really
doing a little reviewing of ultralight designs and engines that had made public
appearances in the past couple of years, but I was also doing some searching
for a couple of articles that had dimly stuck in my less than perfect memory.
One was an article by Jack Cox about a fellow by the name of GERRY RITZ (in the
January 80 issue), who among other things had designed, built, and flown a
manpowered aircraft quite some time before the Gossamer Condor. It was called
the Clodhopper and was a bi-plane. The article had a brief account of Mr. Ritz's
other accomplishments, but what I really was interested in and particularly
remembered was his expertise in designing and building a prop that delivered
over 50% more thrust than the best in the ultralight industry!
1
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Thfs really was no surprise, as he had designed and built a machine to carve
and fini:;h model airplane propellors by the hundreds of thousand (and at a
cost of 2½¢ each).
Concurrent with his prop carving, he also designed and built an
ultralight called the Ritz Std. , which looked something like a Curtiss Jr.
Pusher (or a big model airplane). I remember walking by it at OSH and
telling myself that I'd come back later and get some more dope on it. I
had noticed it was built almost entirely by the GEODETIC method, a super
light and incredibly strong construction method. Sometimes called a "basket
weave" method, it utilizes very thin strips of wood that cross each other
at about9QO usually. They are glued and stapled where they cross and the
whole structure is covered with fabric (1.8 oz/sq yd. aircraft grade dacron
in this case.)
The most outstanding things about Mr. Ritz's airplane is its size, .
weight, and low cost. It's rather large, but only weighs 100 lbs! The wing
spans 36 ft. and has a 4 ft. chord (144 sq.-ft. of area) and the fuselage is
16 ft. long on a tail dragger gear. Wing loading is only a feather light
1.8 lbs per sq. ft. at the present gross weight of 260 lbs. It uses a 7 HP
de-rated Chrysler 820 engine for power and Ritz thinks the airplane may well
on only 5 hp. using his 48 dia prop and a belt drive. It is foot launchab e in its present configuration.

fl'
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Mr. Ritz feels that everything in the current ultralight field is overpriced and he feels that he could turn out his design in kit fonn (less engine)
for $795! Admittedly, it would take more man hours to build his designs than
one of the bolt together aluminium tube designs, but the price would bring in
a lot more people and they would get some valuable training and education in
a variety of skills.
One interesting feature of his design are the wing and tail spars. The
cap.strips are white pine while the shear web between them is a 3/4" plank of
blue styrofoam. The wood strips used in the Geodetic structure are 3/32" x 3/8 11
spruce and Canadian pine in the fuselage and wing and 1/16" x 1/4" strips in
the tail section. The dacron covering is already colored red, so no pigment is
necessary and all that is required is the usual heat shrinking and one coat of
clear dope.
I am looking forward to seeing what his latest version will look like at
this year's OSH convention and also seeing how it does in the flying department.
Still another type had made an OSH appearance in '80 and it was completely
different in concept and purpose. What had really piqued my over active curiousity
was the construction techniques used, rather than the configuration itself,
altho' it, too, was very interesting to me.
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This aircraft is the MERGANSER, a super slick little pusher amphiban
that carries two people in tandem in an all composite structure!! In the
March 1 80 issue of SPORT AVIATION the designer/builder, PETER VAN DINE explained
how he aaapted the coJ1111on boat building technique of using foam strips lightly
glued to transverse bulkheads, sanded to shape, and then covered with polyester
resin and glass. After cure the bulkheads are removed and a layer of glass/
polyester is applied inside. The bulkheads are then put back in and glassed to
the inside of the hull.
The whole thing is built upside down, as most planked boats are, with a
removable keel 11 backbone 11 often used to hold and align the bulkheads that give
the desired shape. MOLT TAYLOR 1 S Coot design was the inspiration for the "wet
wing roots 11 low wing configuration used.
I hope it again shows up at OSH this year and I can interview the builder.
It was a static display at its first appearance there and I never was able to
find VAN DINE and talk to him.
The low cost, two place amphibian is one place where there is a gap in
what is available to the homebuilder and I think that gap will soon fill up.
The following article is from Chapter 92's newsletter called the HANGAR FLYER
and it details a sensational new design from the dean of amphib designers,
P.H. SPENCER.

- - - -----··-·· ·-·-----

-· -•-•·---·····- ...

·- ·-----··------··- ---·--------NEW AMPHIBIAN ON THE BLOCK

If it is true that the pinnacle of pleasure for the light aircraft enthusiast
is a small, "go-anywhere" amphibian, then there must be a catch somewhere ... a
price to pay. Surely the amphibian is the most challenging of all light aircraft
configurations. The ultimate decision lies more starkly on the designer's
clean white paper than with any contemporary concepts, just what are you willing
to give up? And each of the designers who manages heroically to put HIS concept
finally into the air inevitably reveals his philosphy ... his bargain with the
devil compromise.
P.H. SPENCER, the seemingly ageless dean of American amphibian designers,
has never doubted that there is only one really practical configuration for
the small amphibian. From his earliest designs through the Seabee, Trigull
and homebuilt Aircar, Spence has always known just where to put everything to
make the end result fly and float and execute the necessary transitions in
between most successfully.
For all its factory-induced sluggishness, the Seabee's remarkable waterhandling characteristics prepared homebuilders for what is unquestionably the
finest small amphibian yet, Spencer's 4-place Aircar Sr. Recognizing, however,
that the Aircar's size and complexity limited its appeal to only the most
ambitious builders, Spence recently scaled the concept down to a 2-3 place version
using current technology, modest power requirements and a pre-built package
that puts the builder virtually into the larceny business.

i
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Called the Aircar Jr., the new protype is close to completion at
Whiteman Airport in Pacoima. And it is a pleasure to report that all of the
Spencer impr ints are there, a super visibility, opening bow door, rugged
water-handling characteristics, excellent range and STOL performance. And
finally, for those who want to sleep on it ... or in it ... or near it, the
Aircar Jr. will have wings that fold easily to an 8 1 foot width making it
legally towable. And you were wondering why he named it the Aircar ... !
Wings, booms and tail assembly are largely of conventional wood and
synthetic fabric construction. But it is with those parts which receive most
contact with the water that the exciting change has taken place. Aluminium,
always a drag with planes operating off of salt water, has given way to
progress. ALL of the hull, cabin, nacelle and tip float components are of
pre-molded fiberglass composite.

I'
' _l

And for those who want ALL 49% of their plane built by someone else,
Spencer is offering a mind-boggling starter kit: an ASSEMBLED cabin and hull
with virtually complete hydraulic landing gear and water rudder systems installed.
And to get the project off the water smartly, Spence is offering the first
kits at $4,214! Surely the GREAT HOMEBUILT BARGAIN OF THE CENTURY.
Spencer-has prepared a preliminary brochure on the Aircar Jr.
may be obtained by writing:
SPENCER AMPHIBIAN AIRCAR
12780 Pierce Street
Pacoima, California 91331
SPECIFICATION
Span (flying)
Span (folded)
Chord
Length (flying)
Length (folded)
Wheel tread
Max height (at engine cowl)
Max height (at fin)
Cabin width at seats
Cabin heights at seats
Wing area
Gross weight
Empty weight
Useful load
Wing loading
Engine Lye. 0320-A3A
Power loading
Max fuel capacity
Fuel consumption

33 ft.
8 ft.
5 ft.

23 ft.

23 ft.

8 ft.

82
75
42
43
165
1800
1150
650

inches
inches
inches
inches
ft2
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
10. 9 1bs/ft2
150 hp.
12 lbs/hp
54 gals.
8 gal/hr.

Copies

I=
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120 mph
110 mph

MAX speed (est)
Cruise speed (est)
Land speed (est)
Rate/climb

40 mph
800 ft/min

Gee, I hope Spence" has the Aircar Jr. at OSH this year, even tho it's.
a static display. I can see how easily DAVE BLANTON'S Ford Escort engine
conversi on would fit in on this design. It'd be a natural!
1
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There was a recent accident at Aero Valley airport involving a Varieze
that was built by CHAS HAMMOND of Lewisville, who died in the accident.
To all accounts pieced together from various sources, the airplane was
beginning a high speed pass on a low level fly-by when the right WINGLET
separated from it. In the process it peeled a large amount of foam and glass
from the top side of the wing. The airplane rolled knife edge for awhile, but
then went in inverted with such impact that the turn over structure was demolished. The rear seat passenger, a girl, was critically injured, but surviv'ed.
DICK RUTAN and MIKE MELVILLE flew in to Aero Valley in the Defiant to
investigate the accidents aspects. The investigation disclosed that insufficient
glass layers were used to attach the winglet to the wings for some unknown reason in the opinion of those that participated in the examination of the wreckage .
. . .. -... ·· -· ···. -·· ............. ....
... ·
"· ................... ..... ............... --.~ •-·-,•~
---------At our June meeting we learned of two 11 new 11 biplane projects. C. R.
NICHOLS showed me some pictures of his Acroduster project and it looked like it
might be ready for covering one day soon. More on this later.
·'

·• ·

STUART ROWLAND picked up on his dad's Starduster Too project and he has
the project ready for cover and perhaps it will be ready to fly in late fall.
We'll report on this one later, too.
CHARD.

ROBIN KINKEAD's Goldwing is about 90% finished, according to DAVE PRIT-

Our June 27th Fly in at Kitty Hawk was great. The weather was just about
perfect and everyone truly enjoyed the outing. Several of us worried that the
field might be too soft after the recent heavy rains, but it was no problem.
We had an excellent turn out, with 21 aircraft owners registering and a couple
of others showed up, too. Several antiques were across the field at JACK
WINTHROP' s that were sti 11 there after an early morning fly-in breakfast for
the Antique Airplane Ass 1 n. BOB GEREN made both events in his latest Howard.
We also had one ultralight show up, a PTERODACTYL.
The day's activities were capped off by a bomb drop contest, which was won
by JERRY CHAPPELL with a shot only 6 from the target. He also put another one
only 24" away.
11

We also got a good look at HENRY ODLOZIL's Champ after its recent refurbishing
and it really looks great.
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KEN LARSON also treated us to a very smooth aerial ballet in the Buecker at
the end of the day. He does all the maneuvers with such grace and precision,
so unlike some of the frantic and spasmodic performances we have seen some
put on. MUCH more enjoyable to watch from a spectator standpoint.

l

Here is a list of those attending:
Henry W. Odlozil
Milton Scott
Martin and Joe Linex
Bob Cutler
Wade Mumaw
Jim Young
Jerry Chappell
Bill Jenkins
Francis Richardson
Charles Grant
Bob Geren
Bill & Mike Lawler
D.C. Brooks
Dave Broyles
Ken Larson
Dick Cavin
Jerry Holzsweig
Mike Crye
Jim Rushing

Champ7-Ei:

N7426B

VP-1

N 2 - MC

Flybaby

N3769
N6854K
N77HB
N614PY
N4663M
N99734
N75A
N17192
NC1336M
N7372M
Nl131BK

Piper Clipper
Hiperbipe
Flybaby
PA-11
T Craft

T-18
Starduster I
Howard
C-175
Buecker 1121
Pterodactyl
Buecker
T-18

J-3
C-172
Mustang I I

NZlKL

N27DW
N70525
N2101Y
N66JR

A last minute sad note: ERNIE LUDWIG's mother passed away that same
weekend and we all extend our condolences to him.

- .... -. ··- ---·- -- . -------~-- ~--•------~----

Now hopefully this newsletter will arrive at your place in time to jog
your memory that our July meeting is on the~ Tuesday this month (only).
We have a surprise guest speaker as part of our program that you'll find
not only _pleasurable, but also quite educational, so we'll see you all then.

If you have any old newsletters, magazines, etc, please bring them.
DICK
You will be interested in the following report on the use of auto
fuel in aircraft from Britain (Courtesy of Charley Penry}

We are also including a couple of pages from the EAA DESIGNEE
NEWSLETTER, volume 13, #6 ••••• Now, how many of you new people in
the chapter know what an FAA DESIGNEE is and what he does? You
should if you don't. His services are free to chapter members.

.
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BRITISH
AUTOIDBILE FUEL IN AN AIRCRAFT?:
DIFFERING OPINIONS
Reprinted From:
AVIATION MECHANICS BULLETIN
Nov. /Dec. 1981
FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNDATION
Increasing numbers of light aircraft operators are fueling their engines
with motor fuel (Mogas) rather than aviation gas (Avgas). In many locations, it is illegal. In any event, it runs counter to recormnendation~
of the manufacturers and a number of government agencies. The higher cost
of Avgas is enticing some aircraft operators to turn to this type of fuel.
There also is ample evidence to support the view that many older and lowpowered aircraft engines are, in the long term, unsuited to some of the
more modern types of Avgas available today. At this writing, the availability of Avgas is no problem, and we have listened to some of the stock
arguments against the use of Mogas in aircraft. But the British Light Aviation and Gliding Foundation recently sponsored some practical research
into flying on Mogas, using an aircraft powered by a 180-hp Lycoming, a
popular light aviation engine.
The engine was a Lycoming Model 0-360-AlA with a fairly typical compression ratio of 8.5:1. The test aircraft had the usual array of instruments
p lus a unit to provide a comprehensive measurement of the rpm (including
the use of an inflight stroboscope), manifold pressure (large scale),
cylinder head temperature, carburetor choke tube temperature (Richter probe),
carburetor fuel temperature, outside air temperature, oil temperature and
pressure.
Fifty flight h ours were compiled, including glider towing, cruise and two
full-throttle climbs to 14,000 ft. The fuel was purchased at various times
during the ·summer months. The results showed that:
* There 'was no change in handling or oerformance within the altitude
range explored at ambient temperatures ranging from +21 degrees Cat
ground level to -4 degrees Cat 14,000 ft.
* Choke __tube temperature never fell below - 2 degrees C or above -1-4 degrees Cat full throttle. This means that the induction tewperature
is not likely to attain the +25 degrees C required in the United Kingdom for type certification at such power settings.
* Fuel temptrature in the float chamber of the carburetor (measured by
digital probe) is much higher than might have been predicted.
Typically , at 12,000 ft., OAT -2 degrees C, the fuel temperature was
29 degrees C. Since the carburetor is bolted to the engine sump, containing two gallons of oil at approximately 85 degrees C, it is not
surprising that significant heat transfer takes place into the body
of the equipment. A "soak" temperature of 39 degrees C was recorded
after flight.
* Vapor locking. Despite the high fuel temperature, no malfunction
occurred with the brand name fuel used in the tests. Detonation tests
h ad the objective of derr.onstraling the use of Mogas as if it were Avgas. Specific adverse operating techniques on the ground also were
explored. Such tests as pre-takeoff checks at high manifold pressures
and lowered rpm to test the controllable pitch propeller governor re-
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vealed no signs of unstable cowbustion, rising EGr, CHTS or rough running.
* Fuel tank sump samples failed to produce detectable quantities of water
in a modest sample of 300 gallons .
* Effects on fue l system components using synthetic rubber products, if
any, were not evident.
* Storage stability during non-operating periods showed that the fuel rewaining in the system would not support combustion, and a sample taken
at the. carburetor drain plug had the look and smell of weed killer.
Flushed with fresh fuel, the engine started ill'lllediately.
The conclusions were that, within the limits of the tests thus far, it is
not possible to detect Mogas characteristics that would significantly affect the airworthiness of the engine in question. Continuing testing will
rronitor changes in cowponent condition (if any) and will include spectrographic oil and analyses of regularly taken samples for comparison with
Lycoming data sheets.
With the above in mind, the British Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has
taken the position that there should be no firm objection to the use of
motor... £~~1.J-_~ -~deq_'-!~!..~--~-~_gin~.!:.E.!n& p~~ ·of i_t~ ~~fety and reliability can
be provided by the proposed users or manufacturers.

LETT AS 'N SH.O P TALK
CONTINENTAL AIRCRAFT ENGINE SERVICE
BULLETIN: OIL ANALYSIS

Some engine operators have found it advantageous
to submit samples of engine oil on a regular basis, to a
laboratory to determine the presence of wear metals or
other contaminants.
The interpretation of the test results depends largely
on a continuity of tests and the change in contaminant
level between successive tests. It is, therefore, most important that all samples from one engine be submitted to
the same laboratory, and that oil sampling instructions
supplied by the laboratory be carefully followed for each
sampling.
Teledyne Continental can make no interpretation of
results for individual cases, since it has no control over
different sampling or testing techniques between laboratories.
The operator using an oil analysis service is reminded
that an oil analysis does not reveal all abnormal engine
conditions. It should not be used as a replacement or
substitute for routine maintenance and inspection procedures recommended in the Operator's Manual, Service
Bulletins, or other directives.
SHOP TIPS BY BOB HALEY, DESIGNEE 64

From the Hartford, Connecticut Chapter 166 News/,etter
CENTER DRILLS FOR AIRFRAME BOLT HOLES:

A push fit of airframe bolts in metal parts up to one
half inch thick can be obtained by using a lathe center
drill. This drill will make round, tight holes for optimum
fit, in a one-step drilling operation. It works this way:
The pilot drill portion of the center drill enters the work
first, then the counter sink follows reaming out the pilot
hole to the desired size. Center drills can be purchased
in 3 /16", 1 /4", 5 /16" and 3 /8" diameters at industrial
supply companies. For best results use a drill press and
cutting fluid.
WELDING WITH "C" CLAMPS:

When welding small parts and using a "C" clamp to
hold the pieces during a bench assembly, it's sometimes
difficult to position the job for easy welding. A second
"C" clamp used at 90 degrees and clamped to the frame
of the assembly "C'' clamp will make a firm base and
provide a variety of welding positions.
PROTECTIVE COATING ON SHEET ALUMINUM:

Stits zinc chromate epoxy primer lightly sprayed onto
an aluminum sheet that has been metal prepped, will
give the sheet a protective coat against scratching and
corrosion. Parts can be cut from the sheet, bent and
dimpled with a minimum loss of paint film. A final light
spray coat when the part is finished will seal cut edges
and fine scratches. Other primers would work as well but
as I have only used the Stits brand it is the one recommended here.
KEEPING TRACK OF PLANE PARTS:

Building a homebuilt plane or restoring a classic antique aircraft usually takes years of spare time. Such
projects require a large number of small parts. Keeping
parts in order for assembly can be a real challenge for
one's memory. A big help is to store parts in 6" x 9" clasp
envelopes or 1 lb. size (small) grocery bags. A notation
on the envelope to identify the part, such as "aileron inboard bracket bolts", is made on the front. Added information as to head of bolt direction and sketches will be a
big help. Store the bags or envelopes in cardboard boxes
obtained from the local supermarket. Have a box for
wing parts, another for fuselage parts. In this way parts
can be kept clean and orderly.

FREE PLAY IN CONTROL SURFACES

From the Grand Haven, Michigan EAA Chapter 211
Newsletter
Sometimes when noticing free play movement in
control surfaces on homebuilt aircraft, the question has
arose, "How much free movement is permissable?" i.e.
the total up and down movement at the trailing edge, in
the case of ailerons, without any stick or wheel movement. An FAA engineering report entitled "Simplified
Flutter Prevention Criteria for Light Aircraft" provides
guidance for aileron systems on aircraft with Vne (never
exceed velocity) less than 160 mph. This report states,
"The total free play at the aileron edge of each aileron,
when the other aileron is clamped to the wing, should
not exceed 2½ percent of the. aileron chord aft of the
hinge line." This could mean in the instance of an aircraft with ailerons having a 10" distance from hinge to
trailing edge; a total free movement of ¼", or total up
and down movement of 1/s" for each aileron, could be
permissible. Other factors which can affect need for
closer toler ance on movable control surface are torsional
rigidity of the fixed surface to which the control surface
is attached whether or not the surfaces are statically and
aerodynamically balanced and the Vne speeds expected.
LEANING PROCEDURES FOR CROSS-COUNTRY
FLYING

From_ FAA CHATTERBOX Published by F.S.D.O. 61,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The following information is advisory in nature; however, utilizing the procedures can result in as much as a
40 percent decrease in fuel consumption for the 0-235L2C engine.
In October 1981, Cessna published Owner Advisory
SE81-39A, re-emphasizing fuel consumption rates.
During a full throttle climb, lean to obtain maximum
RPM above 3,000 feet. During cruise at 75 percent power or less, at all altitudes, lean to obtain a 20 to 50 RPM ·
drop. If the engine is leaned only for maximum RPM.
you can expect up to a 10 percent increase in fuel
consumption and a 20-minute reduction in flight endurance. If the engine is operated at "full rich", you can
expect up to a 40 percent increase in fuel consumption and as much as a 70-mlnute reduction in flight
endurance. In addition to the above benefits, proper
leaning contributes to lower maintenance costs due to
slower buildup of carbon and lead in the cylinder heads
and reduced lead fouling of the plugs.
Although the above information is for the Ce;,snd
lo2's, it should be nutt:d that these t) pes of fuel increases might be possible with all aircraft. With today's
cost of aviation fuel, there are few people who can afford
to waste up to 40 percent of their fuel range, not to mention the decreased margin of safety if and when an alternate airport is needed due to weather.
Reacquaint yourselves with your pilot operating
handbook or owner's manual , and please DON'T BE
FUELISH!
C-172 CORROSION

From FAA Aviation Standard Service Difficulty Reports
The cap plate of the wing spar had exfoliation corrosion, and was almost completely destroyed. The submitter says the problem area cannot be seen without removal, from the main spar. He suggests if substantial

surface corrosion is found on visable side of cap plate a
further investigation should be made. This corrosion was
found on a C-172.

TECHNICAL TOPIC
MAGNETOS -

Part I

By Rolland LaPelle (EAA 55705, A&P 210007)
2526 Buena Vista Ave., Walnut Creek, CA 94596
As originally published in INTREPID AIRMAN San.ta
Clara Valley, California Chapter 62's Newsletter
The magneto is essentially a small AC generator,
constructed so that the pulse of the voltage wave produced reaches a peak at a certain rotation position,
(See Figure 1). When coupled to an engine crankshaft,
this feature can be uti&ed to fire a spark plug. Adding
a breaker causes an interruption of voltage at maximum
peak, thereby causing a rapid voltage decay. When this
sudden steep voltage change is seen by a spark coil or
transformer, it results in a very high induced voltage.
At the very same instant, this high induced voltage is
delivered to the plug.
Of course, most aircraft engines have more than one
cylinder, which means that a spark. voltage most be
delivered to each cylinder in turn. In order to do this,
the speed of the magneto crankshaft must be controlled.
The ratio of the magneto shaft speed to the engine crank.shaft speed is represented by the formula:
Number of cylinders
Twice the number of magneto poles
Utilizing this formula for a 12 cylinder engine with
a 4 pole magneto with uncompensated cam, (Typical),
then the ratio of magneto shaft speed to crankshaft
speed becomes:
12 cylinders
12
Thus, the magneto shaft
= 1.5 must turn at a speed 1.5
2 x 4 poles
8
times crankshaft speed.
A typical 4 cylinder installation with a Bendix mag, (2
pole, uncompensated cam), becomes:

4 cylinders

4
= -

2 x 2 poles
6 cylinders

4

6
= -

2 x 2 poles

=

=

or the magneto shaft speed
1.0 is the same as crankshaft
speed.
mag shaft speed must be 1.5
1.5 times crankshaft speed.
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When using standard, certificated engines, this critical item is taken care of by the manufacturer of both
the engine and the mags. A non-standard engine might
present a problem to the uninformed.
ENGINE TIMING:
When the magneto becomes aligned with the pickup
poles, there occurs what is known as the "E Gap", or
neutral position. As the magneto approaches this position, the current causes the flux to build up in the ignition coil. (This is commonly referred to as "charging the
coil"). At the "E Gap" position, there is no longer a
current available. The breaker is set to open just aft.er
this point is reached. This is called the "E Gap Angle".
The engine manufacturer determines this E Gap Angle
for each model, in order to obtain the hottest spark. The
secondary winding of the coil sees the sudden and rapid
decay of the flux and develops a high voltage, which is
in tum delivered to the rotor for distribution to the
proper cylinder to be fired. The foregoing dee<:ription
:s essentially the action of a high tension magneto system typical on today's light aircraft. Due to high altitude requirements, some aircraft would have too much
leakage to provide a proper spark.
One cure for this problem would be to modify the

high tension system eo that a relatively low voltage
would be delivered to the primary coil of a step up trans-former located close to the plug. The main disedvantage of this system is that a coil is needed for each
spark plug. For starting the engine, two main systems
are currently in use; impulse coupling and the socalled "shower of sparks" system.

IMPULSE COUPLING:
Either or both of magnetos in use on a particular
engine may be fitted with an impulse coupling system,
together with a spark retarding feature. These de\·ices
typically retard the spark. from 20 to 30 degrees, so that
the spark will fire after Top Dead Center, (TDC). The
impulse coupling itself works by locking out the shaft
rotation, resulting in the storage of the rotational
energy in a spring. At a predetermined position, the
cat.ch is pulled away from the dowel st.op and the spring
drives the magneto rapidly through the firing position,
resulting in a very hot spark. When the engine fires and
starts, the magneto begins to spin faster, and centrifugal
weights force the cat.ch away from the dowel, preventing the impulse coupling from engaging. 'Ibis usually
occurs between 4(».600 RPM. Anytime you have prop
started an engine, the loud click you hear as you pass
the maximum compression point is the sound of the impulse coupling releasing. If your engine is fitted with
one or more impulse mags, allowing the engine to idle
too slowly will result in the impulse couplings engaging continuously, and excessive wear will inevitably
result. Idle RPM's should always be kept at 800 or more
in order to prevent excessive impulse coupling wear.
AB some of you have found to your sorrow, they are expensive to replace.
"SHOWER OF SPARKS" SYSTEM:
This system requires a vibrator, and consequently,
a battery to power it. When ·the starter switch is turned
to the "start" position, the magneto without the starting breakers is turned off, (shorted), along with the primary points. The vibrator then supplies alternating
current to the secondary points. When the points close,
a continuous shower of sparks is provided until the
points open. These points are always designed to close
after top dead center When the engine starts, and the
starter is turned off, so are the secondary points. At
the same time, the magneto is again turned on, and
thereafter operates normally.
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Jim Newman
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AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
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Just Call:
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TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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George Carrol
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NORMAN N

SEATON, CFI
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Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
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BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS
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LANCASTER AIRPORT

NEW!

NEW!

We are Now Distributors for DITZLER
Aircraft Paints
All Colors Supplied from Stock ...

WRDED

ASSQIIU£S

GEM SUPPLY
We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies,
Ground Support Equipment & More.
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

AlllOAFT PLYWOOD

HAROWAR£

ALPHA AVIATION Sum Y Co.
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Phone (214) 350-7066
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